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Four Die In Fire Near Hickman
Sunday Night; Services Tuesday
Four persons, including three children, trapped on
the second story of a farmhouse near Hickman Sunday
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night, died when the blaze destroyed the house.
Volume Thirty-One
Dead in the fire were:
The flames claimed the lives of
Philip Moran, 10, a third grade
the three sons of Mr. and Mrs. student at Hickman Elementary
Reed Moran Jr., and an elderly School.
man who boarded with the MoTerry Neil Moran, 9, in the secran family. Four otheesscaped.
ond grade at Hickman.
Linda Lee Moran, 14, sister of
Mitchell C. Moran, 8, also a
the victims, leaped from a second second grader.
Story window, holding a 13John Simpkins, about 85, a
months-old baby boy in her arms. boarder in the
Moran home.
They landed 14 feet below on the
The infant, Earl Lewis Robinson
rain-softened ground. The baby III, is thei.pn of
Mr. and Mrs. E.
was popped from her grasp by the L. RobinWn Jr. of
Louisvilip, Ky.,
impact but, except for bruises and who were visiting in
the home.
some soreness, neither suffered Mrs. Robinson is a daughter of
injury.
Mrs. Moran by an earlier marriage.
Mrs. Moran was on the first
floor of the home when the fire
jottings
broke Out. She told authorities she
did not know how the blaze startfrom
ed. Mr. Moran and. Mr. and Mrs.
Robinson had gone to Hickman to
(Continued on page five)
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Does Fulton Have
A Fire Bug In Town?
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Not too long ago the Reader's
Digest had a story talking about
patriotism among Americans and
the fact that perhaps it has become a vanishing characteristic
among the American people. At
the time we read the article we
agreed wholeheartedly with the
contents of the story and realizea
that few of us get tears in our
eyes when we hear a band playing
the Star Spangled Banner or see
Old Glory pass by.

Three mysteriously-set fires in
two days, in the awnings of downtown Fulton business houses, had
Fulton law enforcement and fire
Departments puzzled last week.
In rapid succession, the cloth
awnings of Roper Television and
Scott's Floral Shoppe were damaged by fire. The next night the
cloth awning over the Tiny Toggery Shop on Lake Street was
ruined by fire. All three fires, according to Fire Chief Glenn Williams, seem to have been started
from cigaret butts thrown up in
the folds of the awning and allowed to smoulder. The fires, in each
case, were reported when the
awnings were discovered blazing.
The Police or fire departments
will welcome any clues as to the
identity of the person responsible
for the fires.

And here's the "team" that put Fulton Cmipty's Mare!! of Dillies over the top for another year. Reading left to right: Mrs. JOSepI11161. .r
,,r11.
daughter Christine Batts. the moneyltaker;-beltind Christine, Ann Holland, the Md.-taker: Ethel McDaniel, the money-helper; Colonel harlie Burrow. the dlrei tor "hisself"; W. L. Carter, the coffee-maker; Mary Nene Wright. the drive care-taker; Johnny Stayton, the chant-maker: Jtscrnhine Innar,.the item
lllllllllllllll
Jane Edwards, the item-marker and Mary Latta, the bid-taker ho with .-tnn Holland produced the "voices with a smile." Montez Baird,
Bill Gray mad Jo We-tpheling, chapter chairman were not present when the photo Wati taken.

R.Thompson Is
Promoted And
Transferred

World Day Of
Prayer To Be
Observed Here

Fulton County's Polio Drive Again Puts
Chapter In Top Bracket Of Contributions

In South Fulton Mr:.
- Lestvr
Generous Twin City folks came through again this
On 'Friday, March 9, Christians year
and yielded to the pleading of Colonel Charlie Betty reported that froIn' all
in more than 150 acres of six consources the March of Dirnes„drive
tinents and islands of the sea will Burrow and his "all-girl" band todonate $4228.38 to the in that city produced $893.65. alrs.
participate in observance of World annual March of Dimes drive.and another $846.60 to Betty was similarly pleased with
Day of Prayer.
.the Lion's Club City Park Fund. In addition to the more the responsJ to the driVe this year
Rejoicing in the remembrance
arid said that the generosity of the .
But last week a courageous,
of last year's seventy-frith anni- than four thousand dollars accumulated for the Fulton twin city citizens is unequalled in tremendously capable, and exversary of this important day in County March of Dimes fund, Colonel Burrow and his this area.
tremely personable young man
the Christian
Calendar, men,
Adding
the
etiGre
receipts
for
captured the hearts, the prayers
staff chanted and pleaded for another $238.75 for the
women and children will gather
the city park fund and the March
and the gratitude of all America
again this year for services and South Fulton polio drive, which was designated for the of Dimes drives in South Fulton
when the world stood still to folworship in their own communi- Obion County March of Dimes.
and Fulton County a total of
low John Glenn around the earth
ties.
three times in a history-making
Radio Station WFUL's three weeks long radio auc- $5968.63 was donated spontaneUnited church women of Fulton
ously without any solicitation on
scientific achievement. I was in
announce plans today for local tion produced a whopping $2864.00. for the Fulton Coun- an organized basis.
Frankfort last Tuesday when John
observance. "Ours will be one of ty drive, with nearly $1000 of this total coming from the
January has become polio month
Glenn was in orbit and everythousands of communities in the
in the listening audience of WFUIL.
where I went people were listenUnited States which will be hold- three-day "live" auction from the REA building in Hick- The station donates
hours each
ing breathlessly to the news reing a World Day of Prayer ser- man. Mrs. Richard White, Hickman's energetic and day during the month
Colonel Gilbert DeMyer is his
to radio
ports of the progress of America's
vice
Friday
on
the
in
first
Lent. capable chairman again increased the drive donations auctions in Fulton County, South
long-delayed attempt to put a name now!
At
the
first
Church,
Christian
Mayor DeMyer was commissionman into space. As I flew to
tha-t city, with more than a third of the total drive Fulton and Hickman County. The
2nd and Carr St. from 10 to 11 from
polio . drive in Hickman County.
Frankfort all the occupants of the ed a Kentucky Colonel by Govreceipts
coming from Hickman.
m.
a.
also exceeded its quota..
plane were silent as they listened ernor Bert Combs Tuesday. He
Beard
William
is
chairMrs.
0.
Members of the Fulton •Lion'i
to each report from the astronaut was presented the commission by
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Fulton
Radio
Auction.
62864.00
locally.
program
yoglii.:0
of
this
man
Club 'joined the Fulton . County
and from
the commentators K. P. Dalton. Fulton's new mayor
City chairman for this year's drive
Mothers
March
'World"
Loved
God
the
So
"For
received the honor through the
Chapter of the National Founda•
around the globe.
was extremely gratified at the re(Continued on page four)
(Hickman)
307.34
efforts of Senator George Brand
tion to sponsor the March of
sults and the cooperation received
Mother's March
Dimes drive. For many years this
by her committees and reported
In the air all of us had an un(East Fulton)
138.15
Organization has worked enthusithat again Fulton County is among
usual feeling of being rather close
astically to collect items for aucMother's March
the top five chapters In Kentucky
to Glenn for it was an amazing
tion and to help organize the
(West Fulton)
281.39
for having produced a ratio of
thought we had to realize that
drive.
Coffees
nearly 40 cents per person in the
154.71
while we flew at a rather high
Again this year, Colonel Charlie
county. The quota, based on the
rate of speed up there, that Glenn
Hickman Posters
45.00
Burrow distinguished himself as
county's population was 22 cents
had flown around the earth from
140.00
Fulton Schools
"Mr. Polio" himself. At times
per capita.
-the time it took us to get to our
Hickman Schools
72.09
serious, at times hilarious and
destination. As I looked out at the
171.18
Road Block
The Fulton County drive receivmost of the time working hard to
clear blue sky and then looked
financial
offer
the
reafor
airport
Cannisters
ed
funds
62.52
from
these
sources:
Commerce
is
The Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
make each year's drive a success
downward at the fields and cities
sons.
Colonel Burrow completed his
below I could not help but feel the proud recipient of a $75.00 check today as a result of
3. The reactivation of the Countenth year before the microphone
a sense of history as I realized placing third in the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's ty Fair was formulated by the
to the cause of the March of
• • •
that while I saw farm land and
Community Development Contest for the First District.
Dimas. At an appreciation gatherRETAILERS NAME WADE
urban areas, Glenn was seeing
ing in the near future Colonel
continents, and oceans and seas. A scrapbook,'chronicling the events and activities of
Burrow will be presented with a
At a meeting of the Retail
Fields,
of
Robert
the twin cities, told the story of the progress made in
Mr.
a
Dee
son
ten-year geld pin for his untiring
Merchants Association of Fulton
Although I had a great deal of
and Mrs. R. P. Fields, 718 Moscow, efforts and
twin cities during 1961 in all fields of endeavor.
Nathan Wade, was elected
other members of IliC
business to do in Frankfort on the
Hickman,
named
has
to
been
the
"band" will be presented five
Mrs. Cavita Olive, secretary of the Chamber of president and Wendell Butts
Tuesday afternoon it took no urgSciences
'Arts
and
of
College
year pins. While Colonel Burrow
ing to join many friends to be on Commerce viewed 1961 as a busy yera for the organi- was elected secretary of the
The Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Dean's List at the University of "sits
out" some sessions, he is asgroup. Both Wade and Butts
hand when the news was flashed
Jr.,
missionaries,
and
their
chilKentucky
high
academic
for
these activities as among the most im- are active in civic affair, and
sisted by Bill Gray and Johnny
that Glenn was approaching his zation and listed
dren have returned to Temuce, achievement during the first seStayton, auctioneers.
retail promotions. Wade is head
destination. I believe I can say portant of the year:
Chili, S. A., where they will be mester
Mrs. Paul Westpheling is chairof the Wade Furniture Company
without contradiction that everyand travel, retail business,
stationed for the next five years.
ist
To
be
eligible
for
Dean's
the
man of the Fulton County chapter
1. The formation of the Twin agriculture, health and sanitation and Butts is sales representative
body who listened and watched
List,
a
student
must
The
earn
a
3.6
Hardys
have
been
in
the
Committee, a
of the National Foundation. Mrs:
for the Harvey Caldwell Office
the historic flight had one thought Cities Development
and safety. In connection with this
States for the past year on fur- standing or better, based On a 4.0 Jerry Braswell,
Fulton's health
in mind . . . that God would let group sponsored by-the Economic organization Mrs. Bushart has Supply Company.
grading
system.
lough
and
Rev.
Mr.
Hardy
has
Commission to conurse is secretary-treasurer. Near• • •
this beloved man come back safe- Development
brought to Fulton experts in many
Fields
is
a
senior
been
at
studying
UK,
ma
on
his
doctorate
ly 40 per cent of the monies dely, not only to report on his scien- ordinate the efforts of all civic varied fields to lend their guid- Chamber of Commerce and later degree at the seminary in New joring in arts and medicine.
!.ips toward comrived from the drive will stay. in
.
tific findings, but to join his fami- and cultural izo
ance in developing community put into motion by the Junior Orleans.
Fulton County to take care of
Chamber of Commerce. The Fully, who surely must have endured munity development. Mrs. Ward projects.
TOURNEY
OPENS
Prior to their furlough the
_.executivechairnearly 18 polio patients, and to
ton Chamber of Commerce contorture as they lived through the Bushart is the
2. The establishment of the air- tributed $500 towards the prize Hardys were stationed at the
Fulton County and Riverview .start a limited program of fidelays and then the eternal mo- man of this group which brings
same place in Chili for five years. tangled in the first
of transpor- port. The Chamber of Commerce monies distributed at the fair.
game of the nancial ,assistanee for persons afments until he came back home to together the interests
tation and communication, recrea- spear-headed the movement to
4. The establishment of the uni- Their address is: Rev. and Mrs. First District tournament, which flicted with birth defects and, '
them.
H.
L. Hardy, Jr., Cislla 185, Te- opened at Carr
tion and culture, city beautifica- finance the city's portion of the que information center on Lake
gym here Wednes- crippling arthritis.
muce, Chili, South America.
day night. The winner of this
John Glenn has stirred the tion, industrial development, ur- airport construction when it ap- Street w,here an attendant is on
development,education, spirit- peared that the City of Fulton duty to guide the hundreds of
game will meet Carlisle County in
modern day American to the ban
(Continued on page fire)
youth, tour- officials would have to by-pass
Biome News In The News
the semi-finals on F:riday.
heights of patriotism on which this ual development and
country was founded. In the orbital performance by Glenn even the
most hardened citizens have found
a person who has sparked the
American spirit with pride and
Four Fulton boys got a scare
gratitude. I haven't been able to
Sunday night when lightning
By Christine Batts
.
this time all over the country.
will never be trodden on by anyFollowing dinner, Mom Maurine
you
were
determine exactly what makes
struck their home in • Murray,
Tress led us in some good rousing
When confronted for the first where
On February 16, at the South one.
John Glenn a hero in my mind. "I . . . promise to do my best,
they are students at Murtime
He has so many attributes that to to do my duty to God and my Fulton School Cafeteria, the boys
The den tables each held the Cub Scout songs, set to the tune
ray State College. The house was
single out one particular charac- country. . ." In the cities and vil- of Cub Pack 40 and their parents silhouettes of the famous presi- of old familiar airs.
By that writhing, howling, bug- gutted by fire.
Cub Gary McIntosh welcomed
teristic would be to overlook a lages of our great nation, and in met for this very special occasion. dents, Abe Lincoln and George
eyed thing known as a den.
Johnnie Jones, David Daniel,
the guests and parents. He Said
dozen others. Surely all of us our own Twin-cities of Fulton, More than one hundred eight to Washington, who claim February
I know how long it took to find Richard Cardwell
and Hobby
our Blue and Gold Banquet
shared with Glenn's "little Annie" Kentucky and South Fulton, Ten- eleven year old boys, scrubbed for their birth morith. The decora- that
Powell were home playing cards
out
the anguish she suffered and the nessee, these first words of the and smiling, sat at the long tables. tions for these tables were made is the "dessert" of the Cub Scout
The what and how and why of about 6 p, in. when the lightning
year, and he wanted us to join
happiness she witnessed when Cub Scout Promise can be heard At the side of each boy was his by the unsure, shaky hands of the
Cubbing.
struck. They were able to save
Glenn was chosen as an astronaut almost any afternoon of the week mom and dad, proud to say to the Cub Scouts, but to us parents, with him in enjoying the whipped
And I know the moment of cha- their clothes and some of their
world, "This is my son, the great- they were more attractive than if cream and cherry of our Cub acand then when he returned home at the close of a Den meeting.
grin and anger and utl,er de- furniture. Some of their . books
est!"
safe and sound. Of course, we can
they had been done by a commis- tivities.
spair.
Our young lads are repeating
were ruined.
Dad Bill McIntosh seemed to
artist.
sioned
understand the feeling of the two these words and dreaming of the
These boys are the greatest!
But I also know 4that the tide
Another student living upstairs, think that, literally speaking,
Glenn children for having their future. They are wondering what They are Fulton's boys, the boys
As the assembly was called to most of us parents did not
who was not home. at the time,
turned,
need
Daddy become a famous persk
‘
n- the future holds for them. What who will be our community's lead- order, the American and Pack 40 dessert, but that we were happy
And that one moulh, It all came had all of his.possessions destroyage overnight.
flags were brought in by Dens 1,
boy, at some time of his life, does ers in a few short years.
clear:
to partake of this Cub Scout desThe guest table had as its cen- 12 and 15. Jimmy Treas, son of sert. He praised the work of the
not dream of being President of
The students rented the house
And ceremonies, achlevementS,
But it takes only parents to the United States!
terpiece the White House, sur- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Trees, led the leaders and saluted the Den
projects; and crafts
from Joe Spann of Murray.
realize what John Glenn's' parents
All become understandable and
This crucial period of our na- rounded by the tiny figures of our group in the "Pledge to the Flag." Mothers by saying, Here's a sallite
were thinking as they sat glued to tion's history and the sincerity presidents. From each end of the
manageable.
The influence of a Christian
WALL GIVES WAY
their televisions and radios to fol- with which it is regarded by our table, the austere face of Uncle home was evident when Cub Le- to all you Den Mothers.
And I know, too, that the
Park of the plank wall along the
I know some of you volunteered,
low their boy around the earth ;Dung people prompted the choice Sam looked out over the crowd. Cornu very bravely stepped in
"thing", the den,
Harris Fork Creek bank near
But I know a lot of you were
never knowing if the next mo- of the theme, "Parade of Presi- One had the feeling that he was front of the more than three hunBecame
boys, lovably boys Gardner's Studio on Commercial
drafted.
ment would tell them the capsule dents," for the annual Blue and boasting that we have the grand- dred people and gave the "Invoca(soiled but lovable);
Avenue gave way because of the
(Continued on page four)
(Continued on page pun
Gold banuqets being held about est nation on earth and that we tion."
I know how terrified some of
heavy rains Monday night.

Gilbert DeMyer Is
Kentucky Colonel

Richard L. Thompson of Fulton
has been named superintendent in
charge of the work order division
at the new Henry I 'Siegel plant
at Bruceton, Term.
Mr. Thompson has been employed by the company for the past 14
years.
This division will process all
orders for manufacturing of all
H. I. S. pants factories. He will assume tis new duties on Thursday
of this week.
Mr. Thompson came to Fulton
after working in the Dickson
branch factory. He was employed
by Mr. Siegel in 1948 after graduating from Bethel College in McKenzie, Tenn.
While in Fulton he has been
very active in the Jaycees and
other civic organizations in town.
Mr. Thompson is married and
has two children. They are members of the South Fulton Baptist
Church where they have been
very active.

Chamber of Commerce Scrapbook Earns
$75 As Third Best Entry In First District

Rev. Hardy And
Family Return
To Chile, S. A.

Robert Fields
Is On UK Dean's List

Christine Batts Writes On Her Favorite Subject . Cub Scouts

Fulton Boys Get
Scare; Lightning
Destroys Their Home

Amber 'Turn' Lights Coming on 1963 Cars
Amber colored front turn signals
will appear on U. S. motor vehicles
starting with the 1963 model year, according to the Automobile Manufacturers Association.
The change from the white lights
i
in present usage is being made on the
recommendation of'the AMA Board
of Directors.
The move, reported in the AMA
.publication, Automotive Safety, results from an industry-wide project
started in 1958 to re-evaluate all motor vehicle lighting and signaling
components. It is the first of numerous lighting changes expected in the
next few years.
Still under intensive study is a
dual-intensity system which would
increase daytime brightness of signals
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two to four times over that of present
signals.
Engineers from lamp and vehicle
manufacturers taking part in the project found that amber turn signals
were more easily seen than white
against glaring reflections and provided greatcr contrast aaginst headlamps at night. Tests were conducted
in different parts of the country under a variety of light and weather
•conditions.
Findings were reported to state
motor vehicle officials in 1959 with
the suggestion that laws in 25 states
restricting the use of amber front turn
signals be amended. The ne'oessary
action was taken by state legislatures
during the past three sessions making
the change possible on 1963 models.

America's Iron Horses Near End of Line
An American child born today
probably will never see a steam locomotive highballing down the track or
hear the siren song of its whistle,
even though be lives in the raikoad
town of Fulton.
The end of the iron horses has
come with stunning swiftness, the
National Georgraphic Society says. A
decade ago, 21,200 steam locomotives
were still'thunderingalong the Nation's major railroads. Now, the big
lines own less than 80.
Some retired engines were sold
to foreign countries. Most have gone
to the scrap pile". About 450 have been
put on display, like mounted mastodons, in museums and public parks.
Economy has forced the railroad
companies to turn from the steam
engine's "fierce-throated beauty"
(Walt Whitman), to the "sullen secrecies of diesel-electric power" (Lucius
Beebe).
Not a single steam locomotive has
been built for American railroads
since 1953, the Association of American Railroads reports. The 400 or so
new locomotives ordered each year
are diesels, except for some turbineelectric units.
But memories of the huge, rugged, powerful, aggressively noisy iron
horses do not dim. Railroad buffs,
who are exceeded-by no group in the
expenditure of nostalgia, found their
poet laureate in Thomas Wolfe. The
late writer described an experience
common to all who have stood waiting on the "depot" platform:
Then the locomotive drew in upon them, loomed enormously above
them, and slowly swept by them with
a terrific drive of eight-locked piston
wheels, all higher than their heads, a
-savage furnace-flare of heat, a hard
hose-thick hiss of steam, a moment's
vision of a lean old head, an old
gloved-hand of cunning on the throttle, a glint of demon hawk-eyes forever fixed on the rails, a huge tangle
of gauges, levers, valves, and throttles, and the goggled, blackened face
of the fireman, lit by an inter-mittent
hell of flame, as he bent and swayed
With the rhythmic swing of laden
,hovel at his furnace doors."
Though the steam engine ruled
American transportation for hardly
more than a century, it is a memorable nart of the Nation's history, proereqc. and lore. Inland cities such as
Atlanta. Indianapolis, and Denver
owe tbeir existence to the railroad.
rTistorians credit the Baltimore
rthio Railroad with starting conon America's first true rail-'d rarth for the road was turned
'

(STRICTLY BUSINESS

on July 4, 1828, by 90-year-old Charles Carroll, who had signed the Declaration of Independence.
It was on this road that Peter
Cooper's famous "Tom Thumb," the
first steam locomotive built in the
United States, lost a celebrated race
to a mare. Tom Thumb was so small
that gun barrels were used for tubes
in the boiler.
All engines in the early days
were tiny tin-pot affairs, and engineers had much to learn about them,
the National Geographic said. An engineer on "The Best Friend of Charleston," the first American locomotive constructed for regular service,
grew weary of listening to the hiss of
steam. He plugged up the safety
valve, and it was not long before the
infant railroad industry experienced
its first boiler explosion.
Explosions were so common that a
buffer of cotton bales usually was
placed between the engine and the
passengers.
Ineyttably, there had to be a
first accident. 'It occurred in 1833
when an axle broke—a contemporary
account said "from what cause does
not seem suffiCiently explained"--on
a New Jersey line. The passengers included John Quincy Adams.
Railroad building took enormous
sums of money, and the industry developed slowly. Twenty years passed
before tracks leaped over the Appalachians, and 50 went by before gauges were standardized. Once railroads
got over the mountains, however,
they fairly raced to the west, speeding settlement of the vast continent
and weaving the world's greatest web
of iron.
"In those days," railroad historian Robert Selph Henry wrote, "a
new railroad which did not have 'Pacific' in its name and aspirations toward crossing the continent was
hardly respectable."
Steam locomotives, from the beginning, seemed to have compelling
personalities. This was doubtless due,
in part, to the fact that no two engines were exactly alike, and their
working parts were in plain view.
Any railroad hall of fame would
include the "Sandusky," 'of Ohio's
Mad River and Lake Erie line, probably the first engine to cleave American air with a steam whistle. The
New York Central's "No. 999" made
the first run of 100 miles an hour.
Centrans "Cannonball" sent
Casey Jones into immortality.
The big locomotives put expressions like "whistle stop," "tank
town," "caboose," "standard time,"
and "stop, look and listen" into the
American vocabulary. They pulled
lavishly appointed passenger cars,
diners, and pullmans that were the
wonders of the transport world.
For all practical purposes, the
steam-era railroad system was completed by 1890. Streamlined, stainless-steel diesels flashed into use in
the 1930's, but it was not until the
old iron horses had done a yeoman
job in World War II that the industry
began putting them to pasture.

other general in the Union army McClellan did not want Grant.
who would select the site for the Lincoln did not know Grant, but
was rapidly learning to know him
Union Army camp at that spot.
wanted to destroy Grant,
For three weeks during March Halleck
Lincoln hesitated. The people
of 1862, U. S. Grant, the North's but
what Grant had said about
most popular general in the eyes liked
Surrender." And
of the public, was removed from "Unconditional
Lincoln liked it. Public opinion
command and accused of dereof U. S. Grant
lection of duty. And it is also sure served the career
for the nation a
that the real reason was jealousy. and preserved
future commander-in-chief and
Halleck did not want Grant. President.

About Town With

outHm Jewa,
is Commissioner L. M. McBride
of Browder's Mill.

You know, ever so often a pat
on the back does a person good.
So, today we would like to pass
out a few comeliments.
First of all, we'd like to tell
Miss Jane Edwards that we really
enjoy her music. Jane not only is
a very fine organist and pianist,
but she is truly a sweet young

"That's the last ad the agency created after they learned
"
we were transferring the account!

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock-dogs began ot hit the basket after the half.
In the preliminary _ me the
Clinton B team won over the
4.
Pups by a score of 21

Feb. 28, 1942
The Chamber of Commerce held
its regular meeting Monday night
at the Rainbow Room and a new
board of directors was chosen.
The board is composed of the following: Bob White, Hoyt Moore,
R. E. Sanford, Joe Davis, Louis
Kasnow, J. 0. Lewis, Ford Lansden, Leon Browder and J. R. Hogan.

Seven persons were injured in
an automobile collision between
Fulton and Mayfield about 10
Saturday night. Occupants of one
car were Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Lamb
and their daughter, Mrs. J. W.
Britt and her husband, who were
enroute to their home in Water
Valley. The other car was occupied by Joe Holland of Union
City, Merritt T. Johnson of Water
Valley and L. C. Lindsey of Mayfield. The injured were taken to
the Mayfield hospital for treatment.

Members of the new board held
a meeting Tuesdi.., afternoon and
officers for the n•-.w year are as
follows: R. H. White, president,
R. E. Sanford, vice president;
Kasnow, treasurer; Joe
Louis
Davis, secretary, and Mrs. Wilmon
Boyd, assistant secretary.
The Fulton Bulldogs lost their
second conference game Tuesday
night at the Science Hall when
they were beaten 20 to 17 by the
Clinton Red Devils. The Bulldogs
seemed unable to hit the basket
though their floor work was splendid. The Red Devils piled up a 4point lead in the first half, which
really won the game as the Bull-

Welch high school gymnasium
will be the scene of an all-star
amateur boxing bout Friday night,
according to Bobby Matthews,
who has been sponsoring amateur
matches here for several weeks.
J. D. McGee, well liked principal
at Welch, states that a suitable
arrangement has been made for
the matches.

Glad to have Wilburn Allen
back in town. He's been working
for the past several weeks down
in New Orleans.

lady.
She is the lovely, 15-Year-old
daughter of Mrs. C. D. Edwards of
the Country Club Court, attends
Fulton High and plays in the evenings and on Sunday at the Derby.
Jane is one of our favorite people!
Its always a pleasure to run
into William Henry Edwards of
Clinton—a former Fultonian. We
certainly envy him his cheerful
disposition. Wouldn't it be wonderful if everyone were as happy,
as William Henry appears to be
all the time?
We would like to congratulate
Fulton's new mayor, Gilbert DeMyer. We think he's doing a fine
job! We like the way he presides
at the council meetings. We've
heard quite a number of compliments on him around about town.
And, while we're on the subject
of mayors—have you thought
about how much the City of South
Fulton has grown since Mayor
Milton Counce has been xu office?
Someone we have grown to admire since he has gone into office

We hope for our friend and
neighbor, Mrs. Alli!-on, who suffered a stroke Friday morning, a
very speedy recovery! She is seriously ill in Jones Hospital. Mrs.
Allison is the mother of Mrs. E.
H. Knighton, with whom she
makes her home, John Ray and
Harry Allison, all of this city.
Sorry to hear that Mr. Mace
McDade is back in the hospital.
We hope you too a speedy recovery, Mr. Mace!
Congratulations to John and
Betty Heltsley on their new baby
boy, born at Hillview Hospital.
Just for a little Harris Fork
Creek would have everflowed in
the wee hours Sunday night.
Capt. Wayne E. Jordan, a graduate of Fulton High School, recently took part in Exercise Great
Shelf Tagpo in the Philippines.
The exercise was a joint training maneuver for air and ground
forces of the United States and the
Philippines.
Capt. Jordan is a pilot with the
Military Air Transport Service
strategic airlift unit at Travis Air
(Continued an page seven)
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First week in March, 1862

MI

MeMINNY

was to save even Grant. Mixed
with the story were reports from
February 23: The Confederacy
Army headquarters that Grant
heard some bad news from abroad. was drinking and sitting in the
Said England: "We cannot ack- captured Fort enjoying the victory
nowledge the Confederate States." while the remainder of the Con(Just the same, this was not to be federate army escaped to the deep
given up too easily, when Lee South.
made his raid into Pennsylvania
Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston,
he was seeking English recogni- the
Confederate .. leader in the
tion from England as a reward.)
West, was leading his smaller
The Richmond Dis. a:ch said: force from
Bowling Green, Ken"The crisis of the war is upon us, tucky, and
Nashville. Buell, with
and reverse upon reverse comes a larger Union
army was pressing
in quick succession.:"
Johnston, and entered Nashville
But from the North came some- immediately
after the Confederthing which stiffened the backs of ates left Ft.
Donal&
is only
the Southern men. Senator Sum- seventy airline miles
northwest of
ner, from Massachusets, introducNashville. Grant hurried to Nashed in the United States Senate a
ville to consult with Buell.
bill calling for the winning of the
The Union commander in the
war, the abolishment of the southWest, Gen. Halleck, had his headern states that had seceded, the
organization of these states into quarters in St. Louis. Halleck had
feared Grant as a competitor and
territories that would be controlled
from Washington, by appointment had in his reports to Washington
from the Federal government. If jealiously played down Grant's
part in the capture of Fts. Henry
these were the war-aims of the
North, said the Southern men, and Donaldson. It seems clear today that Halleck was unfitted for
then it would be better for the
command, and more than that, he
South to fight to the death.
was a gossip who listened to all
February 27, 1862: Grant declared martial law over Tennessee, sorts of stories and selected from
"Understanding when a sufficient them what he wanted to pass on
number of citizens of the State re- to headquarters. Halleck wired
Washington: "I am worn out and
turn over the territory, all retired with his (Grant's) neglect
strictions will be withdrawn."
The Union sentiment was grow- and inefficiency."
Gen. McClellan, the supreme
ing in Tennessee as a result of the
Donaldson campaign. When three commander in Washington, wired
gunboats had gone up the Ten- back: "Generals must observe discipline as well as private solnessee, they had been fired upon
from a bluff at Pittsburg Land- diers." McClellan gave directions
ing. A few men had gone ashore to Halleck to remove Grant from
Command if necessary.
and had a small fight with the
There was a war on, and naturenemy. When the Union generals
ally there was trouble. Halleck's
were planning the advance up the
__Tennessee the officers of the boats excuse was that Grant's reports
remembered the landing at Pittsreports had been late
burg, and suggested that the had been late getting to him
Union army land there. Thus the Grant's excuse was that a telestage was set for the next big bat- graph operator who sympathized
with the South had held up the
tle which history would call Shiloh or Pittsburg Landing.
messages. Just the same, Grant
After the fall of Fort Donaldson
was removed from command of
the Union forces that had just
to the Union army, the Northern
papers told of Grant's message to
won the battles of Fts. Henry and
General Buckner, the Confederate Donaldson. Grant was left sitting
except
an in the muddy Fort Henry while
commander: "No terms
his army marched southward
unconditional and immediate surFolks never understand the folks
That
across Tennessee to the Alabama
render can be accepted."
they hate.
message of Grants provided the
border. It was six weeks until the
North with a rallying cry which
Battle of Shiloh, but It was an—James Russell Lowell

The cost of financing a new car is very definitely
an important part of the over-all cost of owning it.
Our low bank rates will definitely reduce this cost.
Your own comparisons will convince you of this
. and save!
fact. Get the facts and figures
PROMPT SERVICE ALWAYS ON LOW-COST
AUTOMOBILE LOANS. SEE US.

Citg National !ant:
I MEMBER: F. D. I. C.

MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE
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It happened MO MRS ago
oldest incorporated trade association in the country,
the United States Brewers Association, was organized i n
1862... the same year that

The

IN KENTUCKY, General Wm. Nelson displayed unusual valor fighting
superior Confederate forces at Richmond (Aug. 2901). He was twice
Wounded, but finally rescued through the daring of General Clay, who
seized the reins of Nelson's horse and rushed him to safety.
In those days, as now, beer was Kentucky's traditional
beverage of moderation. But beer means more than
enjoyment to our state. The brewing industry pays $7
million each year in taxes to our state ... money that
helps support our hospitals, schools and highways.
TODAY, in its centennial year, the United States
Brewers Association still works constantly to assure
maintenance of high standards of quality and propriety wherever beer and ale are served.
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WEST KENTUCKY
Meat Hog - Carcass Contest

Mayfield Fairgrounds
Mayfield, Kentucky
JUDGE:
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University of Illinois
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U. S.
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TUCKY HOG PRODUCERS
The Kentucky Department of
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See the newesa

Farmall and Internaticnal tractors

Reelfoot Packing Co.
Union City, Tennessee
JUDGE:
Dr. James Kemp
University of Kentucky
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Mayfield
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a full 90-proof
of Kontiacky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Only $1.30 V2 pint
DIstribvt•41 by likryant Dintr. Co., Owensboro, Ky.
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automatically keeps ground working equipment where you want it. Each has art
all-new, fast acting hydraulic system. Some new, powerrul engines, plenty of
these the
comfort and convenience and many other bonus features
world's most advanced traett,i.s. See these ieat, new additions w tie International and Farmall tractor lines soon!

Paul}billing Implement Co.
314 Walnut Street

Phone 16

CHRISTINE BATTS—
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(Continued from page one)
And you loved t:it

Diary of Doin's

loved you;

SCRAPBOOK—
(Continued from page one)

FOUR BURNED—
(Continued from page one)

tourists through the city.
5. A courtesy school was conducted for tourist and travel establishments with Mrs. Barbara
Drake of Paducah coordinating
the efforts of the school.
6. Industrial development. The
Chamber of Commerce has been
host to several industrial prospects, issued two brochures of
community characteristics for industry and stays constantly alerted to selling Fulton to the industrial community.
Members of the scrapbook committee are: Robert Burrow, chairman and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell,
Mrs. Olive, Mrs. Annabelle Edwards, Mrs. Marie Holland. The
members of the Business and Professional Women's Club assisted
with the scrapbook.
Judging for the First District
was held Tuesday and Wednesday,
February 20 and 21. The judging
was held at Keh-Lake Hotel. The
following eight towns completed:
Clinton, Central City, Eddyville,
Fulton, Greenville, Hickman, Marion and Princeton.
Paul Whitmer, Kentucky Utilities, Earlington, Chairman of the
First District, announced the following winners:
Marion, First, .... $200.00 prize;
Princeton, 2nd., 125.00 prize:
Fulton, Third, ...
75.00 prize.
Judging the contest for 1961
were:
James L. Johnson, Executive
Secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce; Leonard C. Neff, Director of Community Development, Department of Economic
Development, Frankfort; Fred B.
Tetzel, Vice President, Louisville
Gas SC Electric Co.
Marion will compete with the
winners in ksix other districts .on
March 6th in Louisville at the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
office for the state prizes.

buy cigaretts.
to grow
And you helped th
The four who died were upstairs
,up to be men.
in the old frame house. One witYou, their Den Mother!
of Mayfield.
Louis Weaks, Chairman of the
Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
ness said the house burned "like
Pack Committee, recognized our
a giant blow torch," fanned by
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
guests. Special guests were Cal
strong south winds. The house
Seccombe, Institutional Represenwas heated by a large coal-burntative of Ferry-Morse, Cub Queen
ing stove.
Mrs. W. B. Landrum, Field will convene at the Mason Hall
Kathy King and her parents, Billy
Linda Lee Moran, who had the
Worker Qf Woman's Division of Cumberland Presbyteri. n Church
Joe and Mary Jean King, attendbaby with her while his parents
Christian Service of the Board of at 9:30 a• m. March 6. This anants Karen Treas and Dianne
were away, said they were asleep.
Missions will be the guest speaker nouncement isbeing ma it' by Mrs.
Harrison.
"I guess the smoke made me
Cub David Puckett, son of Sonat the twenty-second annual dis- 0. L.' Black, Jr., of dyer, who is
wake up," she said Monday. "I
ny and Vada, very ably recited the
trict meeting of the Woman's So- president of the organization.
turned on the light but the smoke
poem "A Plea."
ciety at Christian Service to be Registration will begin at 9 o'was so thick I still couldn't see. I
held in the First Methodist Church clock. 5i covered dish lunch will
Folks say we do a lot of things
grabbed the baby and got Mitchell
be served. ,
here Thursday.
we hadn't ought-a had;
by the hand and led him to the
But we never mean a bit of
Mrs. Landrum is a resident of
A caring of the program will
window. I tried to get him to
Little Rock. Ark,. She has her be Mr. Hampton Yarbrough, Maharm, nor do them to be bad.
jump out but he wouldn't go. He
B. A. Degree from Hendrix Col- son Hall; Mr. Dalton Crawford,
But when a chance just comes
told me to jump first. Then I
fun a-peakin'
lege, Conway, Ark. She has taken Cool Spring; Mrs. Richard Coons,
along, with
guess he was afraid to jump."
Special courses in group relations Union City; ,Mrs. .Oren Stover,
through,
The girl said she heard her broat the University of Texas and in Bethlehem; Mrs. John W. Stiles,
We take it mostly just because
thers, in another bedroom with
group dynamics at San Francisco Dyer; Rev. Randy Jacobs of Chocwe've nothing else to do.
Mr. Simpkins, screaming. She said
College. She has just recently taw Presbyterian and a ministerBoys are an awful problem, all
she shouted to them to jump out
the grown-up people say;
completed three months on the ial student at Bethel College. Also
of their window.
mission fields around the world there will be Rev. D. K. RichardBut honest, all we really want
Mrs. Moran said her path to the
is just a chance to play.
under the work of the WSCS.
son, Kenton; Mrs. Jim Wilson of
upstairs was cut off by the flames
And all us boys from country
There will be an installation Newbern; and Mrs. James McKee,
and she ran outside. Bath she and
towns, and from the cities too
'service for new district officers. Halls; Mrs. Wilton Galloway, MaLinda Lee stood beside the burnWould quit what you call misLunch will be served at noon by son Hall; awl representatives of
ing house until the intense heat
chief if you showed us what
the Fulton society. There will be Morella and Bells Chapel churchdrove them away, hoping to be
a charge of 75 cents. A nursery es
to do.
able to break the fall of the others
We leaders of the Cub Scout
will be provided.
Conducting the
Consecration
if they jumped.
program feel that Cub Scouting
Service will be Dr. W. T. Ingram,
"We kept screaming for them
is the answer to the sentiments
Miss Susan Stokes, daughter of Jr., of the Chair
of Missions at
to jump," Linda Lee said.
expressed in the poem.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jolley of Ful- Bethel College.
Dr. Ingram spegit
The house was located on the
Our Cub Queen and her attendton, recently pledged Beta Phi several months
last summer on
old Brownsville road, about two
ants, in their soft, sweet voices,
chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma the field in
Colombia, S. A.
,
miles south of Hickman. Donald
delighted the audience with two
sorority at Florida Southern at
The theme of the day's program
Chanee, Fulton County coroner,
numbers "Dixie" and "America."
Lakeland. She was elected presiwill
be
"Renewal - By the Power
said it was about 1 a. m. Monday
Each den, with the Den Mothers,
dent of the pledge class for the
by Cubmaster
before the last of the bodies was
was presented
spring semester. She is a fresh- of the Spirit". All auxiliaries are
urged
to
send
representatives for
Charles Walker. Eighty-five boys
taken from the smoking ruins.
man.
the full day, and visitors will be
received advancement awards.
The Cage! Rural Fire DepartThe group then sang "God Bless
ment, a privately operated group,
Fulton City Chapter No. 31, most heartily welcomed.
Joe Hudson of Milledgeville and Laraine Fields of South Fulton
America," and the Den Chiefs disanswered the call shortly before
OES. met in regular session Tueswere chosen Mr.
Central Homemakers Club met Day. This is the and Miss UTMB by the student body on Valentine's missed with the Scoutmaster's
9 p. m., but the fire was beyond
day night at the Masonic Temple.
third consecutive year Joe has been chosen Mr.
in the home of Mrs. Lyle Shuck UTMB.
Benediction.
control when the fire-fighters arLaraine, a senior majoring in physical education and health, has
Had you been fortunate, enough
rived.
, The Sunny Hour club met'Fri- on the eventful „,day of John
Glenn's
served
successful
as
ASA
secretary-treasurer
orbital flight
for the past two years. She has to be a part of this Blue and Gold
"Once it started burning, the
day at the home of Mrs. Jessie
Despite much television view- been a cheerleader for four years and an ROTC sponsor for three Banquet, I am sure that you would
house was so old and the wind
Bondurant on
Jordan
Road.
She
Years.
was
chosen
as
the
outstanding
sophomore
ing
the
group
cheerleader.
Laenjoyed
Miss
I.
'Alice
have had the same feeling as We
was blowing so hard, it almost
Twelve members and six visitors
raine is a member of the T Club, Education
BSU and the Ten- do have the greatest nation on
exploded in flames," Mr. Chaney
- enjoyed the all-day affair. Mrs. Sewell's description of the 50th nis team. She was sophomore Hass secretary.Club,
I.araine
was
selected
to
Farm
and
teach
Home
our
Week
as
we
long
celebra- appear in Who's Who Among students in
earth, and as
said.
Nannic Austin presided.
American Universities and
DERAILMENT HERE
tion.
Colleges. She was elected Homecoming Queen this year, and is an boys ot do their duty to God and
Services for the four victims
Also,
Mrs.
Parnell
overCarrigan
be
cannot
we
country,
honor
our
and
roll student.
Three engines pulling the I. C's were Tuesday afternoon. Barrett
Mrs. David Phelps was hostess
Joe,
Miss
a
senior
Sewell
majoring
gave
other
communism
the
in
any
day's
or
by
electrical
lesson
run
engineering, is a member
Memphis-bound LM3 freight train Funeral Home in Hickman had
last Wednesday to the Nifty
of the varsity basketball
were derailed Monday morning charge of arrangements.
Needle &wing Club. A delicious on "Meals .in Minutes", when for the past two years, is ateam: has served as president of the BSU false belief.
member of the T Club and is now serving
every
minute
counts.
The
memabout 5 in the New Yards. Three
pot-luck luncheon was served at
as vice president: is president of Lovelace Hall and is an honor
bers
learned
that
"Planning
your
freight cars immediately behind
NOTEBOOK—
1 p. m..
roll student.
work to save precious time pays
the three engines weer also
(continued from page one)
de- WORLD PRAYER—
big
dividends
without
casting
a
(Continued from page one)
railed. A refrigerator car was
their
son
Mrs. David Craig left Monday
disintegrated
and
had
open house.
tors. Maxine motherly wai the
nothingness that damaged rather heavily, by the' is the theme for the 1962 obserfrom the Memphis airport for dime:"
catapulted
into
a
They have four children, Oman guest of honor, at a delightful
Mrs. E. H. Knighton, who has
vance. An interesting program is
astronauts know car immediately behind it.
Tripoli, where she will join' her
birthday party last Thurs_day eve- only God and the
planned in the form of a pageant,
husband. 1st. 1t. Craig, who is been visiting with her daughter, Bowden of South _Fulton, Mrs. ning
anything about. There were many
given by members of the
James
Alderdice
Ruth
and
of
family
Lynnville,
.in
Oklahoma
with local United Church women
serving. e ith the U. S. Air Force
parental hearts together on last
has arrived home to attend Mrs. Kim Workman of Paljners- Jolly Twelve Birthday Club at the Tuesday and all of them wonder- Home-Tovrn Paper ... The News taking part.
there. She had been visiting her City,
•
vine and William Bowden of -Ro. Derby. Mrs. Eph Dawes was hosthe
bedside
of
her
mother,
Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
ing what they would be thinking
Emma Allison, who is critically Zelle, N. J., seven grandchildren tess for the occasion. The club
own child were up there
Hill. for i-everal weeks. Mrs. Craig
presented Mrs. Matheny a lovely if their
and four great-grandchildren.
ill
at
Jones
Hospital.
following
a
there.
has promised • to write the News of
gift. Afterwards the guests were .. . or out
stroke
Friday
morning.
her new life in the foreign counThe YMBC members enjoyed an invited to the Dawes home on
Yes indeed, John Glenn may
try.
We extend our sympathy to Mr. oyster feed Tuesday night at the Valley street, where birthday nice have succeeded in his three-time
and coffee were served.
--Harry Murphey, our neighbor on Little Breezy cafe.
orbital flight around the globe.
Mrs. -Virgil Craven was hostess Carr Stree,t, whose sister died this
greatest success Comes beThe WSCS met Monday at the But his
Mrs. Joe Treas was hostess to
Friday night to the Jack Benny Past week in Memphis.
he has made 180,000,000
the members of the Thursday First Methodist Church at 1:30 cause
—
Bir-thday Club. She was presented
people proud they are Americans.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Night Bridge club last week at her p. m. Members of Circle Seven,
a birthday gift from the club
B. L. Bowden of Dukedom, Route home on Green Street. Mrs. Fred Mrs. D. J. Murchison, chairman,
members.
CRITICALLY ILL
• The spring meeting of Obion 1, who celebrated their golden Homra was high scorer for the were hosts•for the meeting.
Mrs. Sallie Dawes Cavendar is
Presbyterian Missionary Auxiliary wedding anniversary Sunday with evening and Mrs. Morgan Omar
critically ill at Western State
was second high.
Home-Town Paper ... The News Hospital in Hopkinsville.

IT'S THRIFTY -SELF-SERVICE •pr!
DRY CLEANING
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Try

NEW ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT!

FREE CHECK
Wheel Alignment

LAST WEEK!-- HURRY FOR YOUR BARGAINS!

CLOSE.OUT
SPECIALS

our

Coin-Operated

Self - Service Dry Cleaning Today For All Your
Fall Cleaning Needs.

CLOTHING - DRAPES
CURTAINS - SLIP
COVERS ETC.

8 LBS. $1.50

ATTENDANT
ON DUTY
7:30 A. M.-9: P. M.
daily except Sunday
Sundays: 8 am. 6 pm.

PHONE 9126

DISCONTINUED PATTERNS IN

BY EXPERTS

WALLPAPER
HALF- PRICE

PREVENTS COSTLY TIRE WEAR
ADDS EXTRA MILEAGE TO YOUR TIRES
New, added service—just opened
this week! We feature the latest
in specialized equipment!

Open 24 hours a day,
7 days a
week. 30 Washers, 9 dryers
at
your service.

,•••••••••

• Camber scientifically adjusted
• Caster scientifically adjusted

WASH..20c — DRY 10 81 25c

• Correct the toe-in, toe-out of your car's front wheels
• Inspect and adjust steering system for added safety

mileage/
CHARLIE SCATES STORE
LAKE STREET

FULTON,KY.

KEM - TONE PAINT
$4.95 GAL. $1.45 QT.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
PHONE 3
.
5

FULTON,KY.

ONE - STOP FOR YOUR COMPLETE
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING NEEDS.
SAVE MONEY — TRY IT TODAY

Happy Day Launderette
Located on the Martin Highway Next Door to
Piggly Wiggly
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FUND NETS $200
SURVIVAL BISCUITS
,1 Page 5
The Fulton New Thu!sday, March 1, 1962
Cal Seccombe, South Fulton
Kentucky Adjutant Gen. Arthur
Heart Fund chairman, announces Y Lloyd, Kentucky directer tif
BLACKSTONE REAPPOINTED
Alt3IT TRUCK 11Liti.
that over $200 was collected in the ehir—defense, has been notified
BiHy Blackstone wa- realm/mitHeart
ive hld by the U. S. Department of Di Ii inn 1.Mc us Sn
v.ci of the Salvation Arrit.
fltl
our:"111;1Z.r
fense that coatracb, have been ed Fulton city Alcohnlic litAt•ratt,
:1Itunidus V 1 Ii he in Fultoi
F. Stewart and Mrs. W. C. Jacobs I awarded for 12 million pounds of Agent for an indefinite firm n
were Heart Sunday chairmen. A all-purpose survival biscuits for a short calico ini ding of the Fut.!
trct
DICktlp set
Ci„am ,er of Corntea was given for the workers the national civil defense pro- ton City Commis:416n Tuesday af- \- a•
ternoon at 1:30 at the Cmlv TI II
D. J. Murchison; Arch Huddleston following the drive.
gram.
with George Gunter; and,Bob
•
Morgan with Elwayn Coffman.
Home News la The New
I
Home-Town Paper ... The News •.
WFUL Is Radio Active
WFUL Is Radii. Active.

Roy Bard And Charles Wright Speakers
At Rotary's Annual Farmers Day Meet Sunday
Hunter Whitesell had charge of the program at Annual Farmers Day of the Fulton Rotary Club at the
Park Terrace Tuesday.
Roy Bard and Charles Wright of Hickman were
guest speakers.
Roy Bard and Charles Wright of
Hickman were guest speakers.
Fred Homra was commended
for the fine job he did in heading
the annual Girl Scout fund drive,
•
sponsored
by
the Rotary Club
recently. Over
a thousand dollars was received in contributions.
Dr. Horace
Titsworth of
Clinton was a
visiting Rotarian.
ROY BARD
The Rotary
members and their farmer friends
attending the luncheon meeting
Tuesday were:
J. D. Hales with Tub and Mel-

yin Yates; James Needham with
William Smith; Gordon Baird
with Harry McKinney; Fred Hornra with Kelly V. Rose; James
Green with Howard Bondurant;
Hunter Whitesell with Royce Jolley; Riley Allen with Harold
Rice; Bob White with Ernest Hancock; Richard Myatt with Willis
Myatt; Clyde Williams with Garrett Kimbell; Herbert Smith with
Reginal Williamson; J. 0. Lewis
with Robert Thompson; Jerry
Warren with James Warren; Guy
Upton with Clarence Roberts;
Leslie Weaks with Avery Hancock;
Fred Gibson with Emmett Caldwell; Ward Bushart with Chester
Wade; L. M. McBride with Bobby
Caldwell; Joe Davis with Harry
Bushart; Warren Anderson with
Robert Holland; Don Sensing with

...
..
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED

Vt.KV:•,;•:::,•KiiVis'eKV;v:Ceveeepo:

BEEF STEAK
BONELESS (Lean Strips)

Beef Stew .. 469
'
BONELESS BEEF

Hor ce Stephens, a member of
the Fulton Police Department, attended a State Police Academy
at Frankfort last week, Monday
through Friday, according to City
Manager B. R. Baxter.
There were thirty-five towns
represented at the academy which
had twelve instructors.

Is Radio Active

WFUL Is Radio Active

4- PIECE PLACE SETTING

PORTERHOUSE OR T-BONE
SIRLOIN CHOICE CUTS

Clip and Save!

A&P COUPON

NO.6

ONE 4 PIECE PLACE SETTING OF

lb. 89c
lb. 69c

49(2 Lb 95c
4 Lb 5299
2 95'
35c
1

Ready
To Serve

2-lb. Pkg. 95c

IbCa8lf9c

Lh.590
Swiss Cheese
Sunnyfleld
Butter Sweet
Cream
Lb. 71c
Marvel
/
1 2•Gal. Li
Ice Cream All
Flavors Ctn. Ulf C
Krafth-Oz.le
Cream Cheese Phila
Pkg.JJC

Vie
Ripened

Only 99c With This Caws
COUPON GOOD

MAR.TTHRU MA19.10

HEAT 'N EAT

3

1 Lb E9c
Box

10-0Z.
PKGS

100

L5 16C
Pole Beans
BISCUITS
Green Onions 4 19c
KETCHUP 6 for $1.
Nutley
MUSHROOMS Fresh Lb. 59c
PEACHES
MARGARINE
Sliced Pineapple
4':2 a: 97e
Evap. Milk
lcr?..,'Id
16
.79,
Corn
t
39°
Apple Pie I
6
•
29:
Potato Bread ...2 35c Fruit Juice
Orange Chiffon Ff_49c Tomatoes lona-4
Preserves
59c
A
Potato Chips Z1,7Fig Bars Sllvertown
7
2
%nal Page (14 (iz Itnt.1
(1-Lb. ('tn.)

Lb

Pillsbury Flaky

19c

07.

can

ovta I Ii -or. can)

TOUR

L

Typhohe

JANE PARKER

en
Style

Reg.

o

55°

a

-Oz.

or Green
Beans

Orange and
Grapefruit

•

tit, Cans
In Ctn.

46-Os.

ANN PAGE

Cans

10L
ob..

Lb.-09c
at Jar

Peach.
Pineapple
,r Apricot

Lb.
Pkg.39`

BALLARD'S OR PILLSBURY

MAXWELL HOUSE

BISC ITS INSTANT COFFEE

49'
Kleene
x
T4sues
:
`i-2 ;rgO: 330
Oxydol
OVEN

CANS

READY

OF 10

Ritz Crackers
320
•
Drop Cookies
450
Hydrox Cookies 8,37 1`.: 49c
Blue Cheer
g. 32c
Tide D
l'pkrg 32
Ivory Liquid 12.: 35022z:63c
Sp:acckk

In Beautiful
Corning
Coffee
Maker

k

:S $19
5
G
1 A
C)
CARAFE

Box

-

CHEF-BOY-ARE-DEE BEEF

BLUE BONNET

RAVIOLA

MARGARINE

151
/
2-Oz.
Can

29'

2c Off
Label

Lake Street

Instant Coffee2 7.:. 39°

Largo 34c

15-0z. Pkg.

27C

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE Hall SATURDAY, MARCH 3
THE GREAT ATLANTIC 1. PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC

1°

Blue
Silverdust

Lb

Fulton, Ky.

YUBAN

Beanie Weenies

33,

6c Off) BOX
Pack
OF 600

Niblets Corti2 Cans .27c
2 1C2al% 39c Green Beans
Mexicorn Niblets 2 12.`.):39c Green Giant Peas 217c.f.'39c

-Lb.

VAN CAMPS

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE lN
FULTOK Y.

—N

Fish Sticks

Lb

S
R uliphetr(SC)

WISCONSIN AGED

CAP

All Good
1.1b Sliced
( 49c )

CURRIER & IVES

PRINT DINNERWARE

Lb.

Super 14.b.
S Right. Pkg.

Skinless Weiner
Canned Hams
Bacon(
)
Sliced Beef Liver(
Link Pork Sausage
Tomatoes

2Lijai
krF

Clip and Save!

lb 99c

••••••••••••••...

Nabisco

CURRIER
and IVES print
, Dinnerware

lb.

SWISS

Blade CO
Round Shoulder lb. 59c) CHUCK

Mrs. Dame Hurt
In Two-Car Wreck

V.

ROUND

or Bonless

Rib (1st 5 Ribs)

On Sund-ay, March 4, there will
he a special program about Selective Service on WPSD-TV, Paducah, Kentucky at 3:00 P. M.
Lt. Col. Everette S. Stephenson,
State Director of Selective Service will be guest on the program
and will be interviewed by Mr.
Bradford D. Mutchler, Principal
of Tilghman High School and Mr.
Frank Paxton, Jr., of the Paducah Sun-Democrat.
It is requested that all eighteen
year olds along with their parents
watch this program as it is felt
that it will be beneficial to all.

The policemen received instruction on various phases of police
duties, criminal law, fingerprinting, police clerical desk duties,
radio communications, methods of
arrest, the method of filing a repott on a traffic accident, the use
of fire arms, public relations and
Mrs. Emily Dame, South Fulton
other subjects pertaining to police
City Recorder, was injured but
work.
not seriously, in a two-car acciOn Wednesday of this week, dent Monday afternoon at 12:05
Fire Chief Nemo Williams and W. in South Fulton.
D. Powers, a volunteer fireman,
Mrs. Dame is reported to have
attended a fire school in Memphis.
three slipped vertabra.
Mr. Baxter said that these
At the time of the accident,
schools are very beneficial to em- Mrs. Dame was enroute home at
IlloVees of the city and from time lunchtime. She was stopped on
to time other employees in the Broadway attempting to turn onto
different departments will be at- Collinwood, when her car was hit
tending such schools whenever in the rear: by an auto driven by
they are held.
Charlie Gill of Route 2, South
Fulton, according to Elmer Mansfield, police chief. Mr. Gill was
SCHOOL FOR SALE
not injured.
Both cars were damaged, Mrs.
Bids will be taken on March 15
for the sale of the Pilot Oak Dame's to the extent of $280 and
school building located in Pilot Mr. Gill's, $200.
Oak, Ky.- For further information
A hearing concerning the accicontact Bruce Vincent.
dent was set for 4 p. m. Tuesday..

.......

SALE

89'
BEEF ROAST(

Rump Roast.

Special Program
On Selective
Service On WPSD-TV

Fire Chief
NEMO WILLIAMS

..

SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS NOT YOUNG IMMATURE BABY BEEF—NOT GRASS-FED RANGE BEEF
SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS FULLY MATURED GRAIN-FED BEEF.

Stephens Attends State Police
Academy; Williams To Fire School

ng, the
le wind
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AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE ISS9

Ivory Soap

Zest Soap

PERSONAL SIZE

BATH SIZE

6 Bar, 41°

2 ..r. 41°

SUNNYFIELD

FLOUR
.25 LB.
___ $1.49
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Beggs, Wright Win Citizenship Awards
Honor Society, the Quill and the FRS award. He will be among
"Frees The EMI Kenner
this year.
Clea Beggs and Jimmy Wright Scroll, and the Future Nurses the honor graduates
In his first three years at FHS
and treassecretary
is
She
Club.
of
winners
were proclaitted the
urer of the Quill and Scroll and Jimmy played in the band. Durthe Citizenship Awards at the an- president of Future Nurses
ing his first two years in the
the Four
nual Kennel Banquet Saturday
Cleta was a class officer in her band, he participated in
evening, February 17. This is an freshman and junior years, and State Music Festival at Murray,
award presented annually by the has reeeived a monogram for each Ky.
Kennel to a boy and girl who year in high school.
Li:16 was selected to Quill and
have shown outstanding scholastic
jouryear she was named "Most Scroll, was a member of the
This
co-operation,
leadership,
ability,
and the FHS band,
Dependable" in Vie senior Who's- nalism class
welfare
the
in
interest
sincere
and
Senior Scholastic
Who's and is writing the Class and won the
in their school.
which she will present on Achievement Award.
CIE ta. who is the business man- History,
This year Jimmy-is a member of
Class Night.
ager for the KENNEL, has been
the
Although she holds a parttime the 4-H Club, is serving on
• on the staff since she Was in the
Annual staff, has been elected
seventh. glitch!. She began.in that job at Evans Drug company,. vice-president of Quill and Scroll,
•year as a "jinni, neportE;r" and Cleta •remains active in extra- has been selected to attend the•
advanced to reporter, sales man- currliculars and maintains a high World Affairs Institute, has been
ager. :Mil tinally her present posi- average scholastically.
Who's Who,
Jiminy, son of Mr:'and -Mrs. elected to the Senior
tion.
and will give the i•'•iss prophecy
As phots,graphy editor of this Charles E. NVright, is co-editor of at Class Night.
year's Gr-r-rowl, Cleta has been. thE.1 KENNEL. He has received
Both students :
instrumental in -preparing the' thlee monograms since he has
and popular leaders o' the studeht
Annual for publication. She is a Lien in.high school.
In his sophomore year he won body.
member of FBLA, the .National
ec students to live happy and adjusted lives as teenagers in their
homes, commtinities and schools.
It is also for the purpose of learning the skills of homemaking for
present and future use.
Kennett"
Fits
The
"From
Our class work for the three
The vocational home economic years of home economics covers
program is designed to help home seven areas with each area
studied yearly on a different level.
The levels are as follows:
1. Child care with the objectives
of caring for small children, livPhone as
ing with them, and understanding
207 Comaneroial
ourselves through understanding
JAMES HAZELWOOD them.
2. Clothing—good grooming,
planning, buying and caring for
UAL KILLEBREW
our clothes, and learning the skills
—Slip Cowan; seat novars
of sewing.
—Upholotortag (all kinds:
3. Foods— Planning, preparamodern and antique
tion, serving meals within a defi--Dre p*ries
nite cost Limit, and entertaining
—Awnings tarpaulins
, at home.
4. Health—Learning the value
of good health for active living
and helping to maintain health
within a -family.
t wimple.* Line
5. Housing—Learning the skills
Hearing Aid Batteries of cleaning, caring for and selecting furnishings for the home, and
inr all wakes of erairing aidst
planning our future homes.
Visit oar Hearing Aid Depart6. Personal and family relationwent at your first opportunity.
ships—Learning to live together
in the family and looking toward
CITY DRUG CO
a vocation and marriage.
7
?hone
108 Lake Street
7. Management —Studying how
to be thrifty with our time, energy

Home Ec Program
Has Seven Steps

FHS Survey Yields
Variety Of Answers
"From The FHS Kennett"

Since surveys seem to be the
trend this year, the Kennel decided to conduct its own survey.
It was conducted among the students and teachers at Fulton High,
and the topics were general. The
questions asked were as follows:
1. "Do you plan to attend college?" 2. "Would you be willing
to make a space flight after proper training?" 3. "Do you like the
length of the girls' skirts?" 4.
"What do you think of the new
hair styles?" and; 5. "Do you like
the new teen-age dances?"
The results of this survey showed a wide variety of ideas. College
seems to be a place characterized
by hard work and studying. Most
of the students plan to attend
college. There were a few who
are planning to begin their life
work when they finish school.
The space question was a different matter. There were many
students who expressed a desire
to go to the moon, but other students gave good reasons for staying here on earth. Most of the
teachers seemed satisfied where
they are also.
The length of the girls' skirts
was a very touchy subject. Threefourths of the girls and boys prefer the short style. but there were
a few who thought they should
You'll Say they're delicious!
be longer.
The girls were concerned more
with the new styles of hair. Almost all of the girls agreed that
the hair styles were fine on everyone else, but net on themselves.
Fulton, Ky.
,
Lake Street
when the
Everyone smiled
Nomormanimirimmill=r dances
were
mentioned. The
"Twist" was most popular. Those
who said they didn't participate
expressed their fun in watching
other teenagers dance it.

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Lee, Mike Delegates
From The S. F. "Soorlot FM*"

Lee Cantrell and Mike Faulkner have been selected by their
junior classmates as delegates to
Girls and Boys State. Both are
honor roll students.
The purpose of Girls and Boys
State is to acquaint the delegates
with the affairs of government
and to promote citizenship.
Miss Cantrell is an active member of the FHA and Beta Club.
She is a star forward on the Devilette -team and was selected alternate to the Basketball Queen this
year. She is also Junior Co-Editpr
of the Scarlet Flash and is a dais
officer. She is the daughter of
Mrs. George Winter.

JIMMY WRIGHT

CLETA BEGGS

Seniors To Give
Class Program
May 22, 1962

Danny is a member of the Quill
and Scroll and news editor of the
Kennel.
The giftorians are nay Morris
and Danny Joe Robbins. Kay is
co-editor of the Kennel and vicepresident of the National Honor
Society. She is also a member of
Quill and Scroll. Danny is on the
annual staff and a member of
F. B. A. He is also a member of
the Conservation Club.
Jim Burton and Scarlet Turner
are the class grumblers. Jim is
president of the Future Business
Leaders of America and is the
advertisement assistant on the
annual staff. Scarlet is co-editor
of the G-r-r-owl and is a member of the National Honor Society.

"From The FHS Kennel"
The Senior Class of Fulton High
has met and chosen the people
who will participate in the class
night program. They are these:
history by Cleta Beggs, prophecy
by Jimmy Wright; the class poem
by Danny Carver, by Giftorians
by Kay Morris and Danny Joe
Robbins; Jim Burton and Scarlet
Turner by the class grumblers;
and the class will by Linda Stairs.
Cleta Beggs, who will give the
history of the 1962 Senior Class,
has attended school with the class
all twelve years. Cleta has been
on the honor roll and received
many honors in her high schioT
years.
Jimmy Wright, who is co-editor
of the Kennel and vice-president
of the Quill and Scroll, will give
his prophecy of the students' future.
The class Poem will be composed and read by Danny Carver.

Linda Stairs was chosen to read
the class will. Linda is a member
of the National Honor Society and
advertisement assistant on the annual staff.

Faulkner; who is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Faulkner, is a
member of the Beta Club and is
president of the junior class. He
is sports editor of the .Scarlet
Flash and was on the Red Devil
football team earlier this year.
Both week-long events will be
held in June. Girls State will be
held on the campus of Middle
Tennessee State College in Murfreesboro and Boys State will be
held at Castle Heights Military
Academy in Lebanon.

City Drug Co.. Fulion
No Belts — No Straps —

Everyone Loves
Salads Made with

SPEAS
ApplefAcitt atlAtiO

VINEGARS
„st

At Grocers
Everywhere

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 111 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •

RUPTURE

New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's 'MD" Trois
No Odors

Kentucky's 1961 oil production
totaled 18,344,237 barrels, it was
reported this week by Dr. Wallace
W. Hagan, director of the Kentucky Geological Survey at the
University of Kentucky. This is
the third highest pfoduction year
in history of the Commonwealth,
Hagan said. Previous highs were
reached in 1959 and 1960. Sixtytwo of Kentucky's 120 counties
contributed to the total production. Henderson County again led
the state as the larges oil-producing county.

DUTCH MI!! MOTEL

IV
I The

STATE'S OIL OUTPUT

• Open Sunday Afternoons
FULT°N
CALL 124

3. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
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BARBECUED RIBS

ANT

Call Us To Says

JILL MANN IMPROVING

Money On Repairs

Little Jill Mann, 2, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Mann, is getting along fine following injuries
received when she fell from a car
on Tuesday of last week.

natistled customer is our
bent testimonial. That le
why we give you fast, efficient. technical service sed
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving you
money!

FATHER DIES
Mrs. Carlton Myers and daughter, Nora, left Friday night for
Cuthbert, Ga., to attend the funeral of her father, Tallie Belcher,
62, who died Friday morning in
Waynesboro, Ga.

Auterin.e •-..-_statted

Roper Television
30C Main Street

playtex

Phone 307
Aim

and money for present and future
use.
Our program also consists of
home experiences and project
work which is done within the
home, community and school.
Our national club, Future
Homemakers of America, helps us
to choose worthwhile projects and
these projects are carried out with
our degree work.

with new

cloth
linin
now start at

8.95
r0 HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protecnoo
desirable for the mature adult.

Irby's
Fashion Shop
307 MAIN

Fl LTO

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
111.1111111111111111•11111111•SIM
-

NIIIIIIIMILM11111111

408 Lake Phones 70-428

irdles

•.i,ow onsooneontoown esnoistwee

1111111,10 INC.se,

Here's real news! The makers of
Playtex have put a soft sheer cloth
lining in the Playtex Magic Controller.
This new cloth lining has millions
of tiny air-fluffed fibers that breathe with
you—keep you cool and comfortable
all day. And the new Playtex Magic
Controller has seven-way stretch.
Whether you stand, stoop or sit it won't
ride up. Magic finger panels give
tummy control and your new Playtex
won't puncture or tear.
• Magic Controller, White only,
XS, S, M, L 8.95; XL 9.95
With zipper XS, S, M, L 10.95; XL 11.95,
• Panty Girdle. With garters it's a
panty girdle. Without garters it's a panty
brief. White only. XS, S, M, L 9.95.
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81
ginner bowlers with 01y two K. U.
dents' personal\ expenses are page 7
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 1, 196',
years experience.
Piggly Wiggly
12
81
covered' by the program. The stu10
10
The bowling week started off Pucketts Ser. Sta.
dent is expected to meet at least PAST PRESIDENTS HONORED
TOURISTS CABOOSE OPENS
10
10
Monday night with the Taylors, Jones Coal & Corfcrete
a portion of his or her expenses
8
12 i
Dan and Zane, being the high City National Bank
Fulton's touri§t caboose openu.
for room, board and travel To
A lovely Founder's Day program
FOR THIS WEEK
6
14 1
scores in the Couple League with Dollar Storemeet hardship cases, the founda- was presented by the South Ful- recently on Lake Street with Mr
4
16 1
series of 551 and 534 respectively. Pepsi Cola
tion is providing limited funds to
ton P-TA in the high school library Annabelles, Edwards in charsHowever, the big event of the
Some 200 superior high school the institutions which may be recently with Mrs. Lester Betty Hours or he present will be fro!
The major accomplishment in night was in the 850 League which
850 LEAGUE
students will receive special train- used to defray expenses of deserv- as leader, There weer nine past I 10 a m. to 6 p. m. d.ily, with tf
the field of, bowling for this area follows the early Couples League.
W.
L. ing in the sciences and mathe- ing students who might otherwise presidents present. A lovely cor- e,,I;oose being Hosed during It
lately was Made by a team of lo- Pete Roberts, a well known citi- TEAMS
nooa hour. The tourist center is
101
/
2 51
/
2 matics at thre'r Kentucky colleges Ii" unable to attend.
cal lady bowlers. The group zen who is nearly 70 years young Kasnow's
sage .was presented to each of project of the To in 6:ties In
101
/
2 5% next summer -under sponsorship
journeyed over to Imperial Lanes and has only been bowling for Phillips 66
The foundat C in told Senator
them.
provement Association, . • • ; "
of the National Science Fdunda9
7
in Sikeston, Missouri a few week- two seasons showed the younguns Leader Spt. Goods
Morton that selection of the stu7
tion, Senator Thruston B. Morton
9
7
ends ago to bowl in the Southeast a thing or two. Starting off with a Roper T V
dents*Ml! be made wholly by the
71
/
2 announced.
8%
Missouri
Women's Bowling big 233 game which was high for K. Homra
sponsoring institution and that ap/
2 8%
The foundation advised Senator pliciltion blanks and additional inTournament. The team was com- the night in that department, he McDade and McDade .. 71
Moore
Seed
11
&
Grain
5
Morton that it is allocating a total formation should be obtained fro
posed of Martha Scott, Margaret continued on to bowl a 562 series
4
12 of $62,050 for the program at Mur- the participating Kentucky
Alexander, Jo White, Jewel My- to roll the high series of the night H. I. Siegel
olray State College, Western Ken"- !cos.
att, Helen Taylor and Zane Tay- also. Congratulations to Mr. Pete
tucky
State College and Kenlor. A very creditable showing Roberts.
Lx
TRI-CITY LEAGUE
tucky State College. The progrant
was made in the team event with
Bowling activity Tuesday night
TEAMS
W.
L.
is designed to assist the scholarly
a three game team score of 2816 saw the Tr -City League in action.
So many students have been ill
27
9 development of superior students
with handicap to finish sixth out This group is composed of teams Edwards Trucking
with flu that attendance has dropTrucking
Burgess
24
12
beyond
that
normally available in
of a field of 25 teams.
and sponsors from the three towns
pod considerably. Come on back,
24
12 high school courses.
But it was in the Doubles and of Arlington. Clinton, and Fulton. Forresters Gulf
I kids, we miss you.
Service
..
20
Scates
Tire
18
Senator Morton said the present
Singles events where the local High for the night and also for the
18
18 program is scheduled as follows:
bowlerettes really walked off entire week was Charles Parks A & P
18
18
with all the honors. In the Dou- who rolled a very consistent series Dukes Auto Parts
Murray: Biology, chemistry or
11
25
bles event, Jo White and Martha of 619 on games of 213, 205 and CWA Local 3306
mathematics, June 18 to August
A.
C.
Butts
and
Son
2
34
Scott rolled 657 and 596 handicap 201.
10, 80 students (11th and 12th
Wednesday is the busiest day in
series to take first place honors
grades), $23,520.
out of a field of 37 teams in that league bowling at Jet Lanes with
AU types of 'mummer
MEN'S DOUBLE LEAGUE
Kentucky State: Mathematics,
event. In the 74 entry Singles three leagues in action. Wednesbiology or chemistry, Juhe 11 to SAVE ! GET our
event, Zane Taylor came up with day morning in the Ladies Hi-La TEAM
W.
L. August 3, 40 students (11th and
a big 663 score to bring back still League, Zane Taylor led the ladies H. I. S.
14%
9% 12th grades), $15,810.
PACKAGE DEAL
game
another first place trophy. Zane in scoring with a 521 three
10
14
Jet ,Lanes
West: Chemistry and physics,
also bowled over enough pins for score.
Pucketts Florist
14 10
"Covering everytkiag"
June 11 to August 3, 80 students
Wednesday night the Ferry H'beak Funeral Home 13%
the 9 games to rank third in that
10%
(11th grade), $22,720.
category. These are fine results Morse League was led in the scor- Wick Smith Agency
12%
11%
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA. ILL • Ili PROOF
Fulton, Ky.
ramie 444
The National Science Foundafor a group of comparitively be- ing columns by Garland Merryman Lake Street Liquor
12
12
Lake
!IL
422
with a 544 series and Amanda Ml- Dewey Johnson Agency 11
tion said that, normally, instruc13
lam with a 509 series.
5%
Hickory Log
18% tional costs and some of the stu°LIMA'S COLUMN_
Following the Ferry Mors
,mmr,nonmsr:!::ntornsite:
"
,!!!:::Atirmigilliumminaziamniummtnitarzmarvirricrimmor7,,i.':
01.11111111111121111111111111RIIMIifillISIIIMPINVII:11111111111111i1111111111111111151111111iililli
(Continued from page Two)
League Wednesday night was the
LADIES HI-LO LEAGUE
Men's Double League, comprised
Force Base, Calif.
L.
of 8 two man teams. High in this TEAM
W.
6
fast moving play was Charles Berry's Stockyard
9
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church of Parks with a 562 series. An in- Campbell's Plumbing ... 9
6
Oakton will be host to the West teresting bit of information con- Hickman Co. Feedmill
8
7
Kentucky Green Valley Associa- cerning this league may be ob- Highland's Lumber Co
5
10
tion board meeting Friday, March served by checking the league
2.
standings seen elsewhere on this
Pasters and members are invit- page. Only three ond one-half FERRY MORSE DIRTDOBBERS
ed to the meeting, and visitors are games separate the first seven
L.
TEAM'"
W.
welcome, said the Rev. C. R. Wil- place teams.
171
/
2
Park Terrace
liams, moderator.
In the Ken-Tenn League Thurs- Merryman's Appl.
17
10.
104.9 MC
500 WATTS,FM
The Rev. C. T. Russell is host day night, Pat Nanney, one of the
16
11
Babb Coffee Shop
pastor.
leading bowlers in the entire area, Taylor Chev
12
15
104.9 MC
500WATTS, FM
found the range and bombed the
13
14
Fulton and Columbus advanced pins with a 191-200-224, 615 series Builder's Supply
11%
15%
to the semi-finals of the First to lead the entire league in the King Motor Co.
Fry Auto Parts
10
17
Regional Grade School Basketball scoring department.
19
Ferry Morse Seed Co 8
Tournament by notching victories
Winding up league play for the
at Bardwell Thursday night.
week was the Friday night Ladies
Fulton squeeze out a 36-32 over- League. Leading this six team
KEN-TENN LEAGUE
ma
,
time victory over Hickman in the league was Jean Brockwell who
first game before Columbus edged bowled the high game of 199 and TEAM
W.
past Sedalia 47-45 in the second the high series of 512.
0. K. Parisian
21
11
12
game.
20
The first two trophies for the Neighborhood Groc
Loyd Bone led Fulton with 11 "Bowler of the Week" awards in Taylor Chev-Buick
20
12
points while Freddie Boyd was open bowling were awarded to Leader Sporting
16
16
pacing Columbus with 18 markers. Jasper Vowell and Jo White. Jones Auto Parts
15 17
14 18
Stanley Beadles had held the Pure Milk
. 12
20
Congratulations to Mrs. Zep- men's high score for the first part Swifts.
Bodo
wawa
pera Stark of Water Valley, Route of the week with a 257 game but Perry Morse
10
22
2, who observed her 100th birth- was erased from the award board
day last Wednesday.
by Vowell's 269. Many of the
LADIES BOWLING LEAGUE
There was no formal celebra- ladies came close but were unable
tion, but a number of friends and to surpass the 187 which enabled TEAM
W. L.
relatives called to pay their re- Jo White to win the women's Jones Auto Paris
14
10
spects. Mrs. Stark said she had trophy. These are trophies award- Jet Lanes
14
10
been receiving birthday cards, ed to the man and the woman Jewel's Beauty Shop
12
12
candy and cakes for several days. who bowl the high game in open Evans Drug
12
12
One of the cards were from Presi- bowling each week and winners Coca-Cola
10
14
dent Kennedy, himself.
are allowed only one trophy for City Drug
16
8
She attributed her long life to each season.
6111
"plain cornbread and never giving
Moos
'I
WEEK
OF
FEB.
18
up." She said that cornbread, butso.
.
k
a a,
COUPLES
LEAGUE
ter and ham are her favorite
Vall
5;00
,
foods. She is a native of Fulton TEAMS
W. L.
Unanyll
,
,.
-/
Colas Bouri
county.
18
2
Fulton Bank
About 2,000 Kentucky veterans
ddyv
and dependents of deceased veterans' will-not .receive their pension
checks at the end of February, according to Olney B. Owen, Manager of the Veterans Administration Regional Office, Louisville,
Kentucky.
These checks have been
AND PLANTING NEEDS
suspended until that office re'550
D•dtp,
•
ceives an annual income questionv0.4
Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed
naire on 1961 income and expected
LP&
income for 1962 from those vetAll Kinds of flower seed
erans or dependents. QuestionBump
a.
naire cards for making these reMany PATENTED rose bushes, plus a large
ports were enclosed in envelopes
larlsvi
containing
December
pension
supply of other kinds
checks.
.
-4,— -
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"THE HEARTBEAT OF THE
KENN - ESSEE AREA"

COVERS 44 COUNTIES IN
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2,000 Will-Not
Get Pension Checks

•SPRING SEED

Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer
Special fertilizer for lawns;roses,
gardens and trees
Va.

PINK AND WHITE DOGWOOD TREES
CONCORD GRAPE VINES
gaad••••••aa

a••••••••.

Kentland White and Ladino clover
Grass seed, orchard grass, Red Top,
Timothy. Rye Grass, Bluegrass
Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed
Special Plant Bed Fertiliser

4CIat57711i Sons
East State Line
FENCING

Phone 202 - 602
ROOFING

"Listen to our ads over WFUL"

In some of the suspended accounts, the questionnaire cards
have been returned but additional
information or evidence that has
been requested by letter has not
been received, Owen added. Pension payments in many of these
cases may be resumed when the
additional information is received.

SII.Nwes
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Accurate
I
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches. Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Coat
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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This year, an additional penalty
has been added for failing to make
an income report, Owen stated. In
such cases, the Veterans Administration is now requiredto create an
overpayment of all pension paid
since January 1, 1961. In prior
years, only the payment of pension was stopped.
Owen emphasized that the completed questionnaire cards, requesting clarifying information or
supporting evidence, should be returned promptly to the VA Regional Office, 1405 West Broadway,
Louisville 3, Kentucky.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Gene Hardy Of
South Fulton
Heads Dairy Club

TV REPAIR: all meas. and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service.
factory-trained
technicians for
black-sod-white and color. "Service Is our business". Merryman
Gene Hardy, youngster from
Appliances.
215 Main Street,
South Fulton, has been elected
phone 126.
new president of the Obion Counroa RENi. Flom sanding ma- ty Junior Dairy club.
chine and electric floor polishMembers of the club also electer and electric vacuum clean- ed other new officers and commiters. Exchange -furniture Co tees were named in a meeting in
the Farm Bureau hall in Union
TV ANTENrinz: we install- City last Thursday night.
trade--repair and move. Get
Speaker on the Program was
our prices. We service all makes Earl Knepp. head of the Dairy
TV. Pnire 307 Roper Television Dept at UTMB. His subject was
TV Antennas: quick and efficient calf-raising.
Other new office's are: Viceinstallation service; all types.
Merryman Appliances, phone 126, president, Brent Burrow of South
Fulton; secretary-treasurer, CarFulton.
nice Johnson of Hornbeak; reporter, Debbie Corum of Hornbeak.
Th8 recreation committee is
made un of David Fowler and
Richard Fowler
of Woodland
Mills. Jimmy McWherter and Roger Alexander of Rives were named to the refreshment committee.
108 Commercial Phone 495
FEMALE HELP wanted: Cons
OL Lamascus, 22 years' experience tact AVON. manager -if you want
work but can't give full time. We
Residence phone. 1011
Monta Peeples, 10 years' exper- have Fhat you need. Write Miss
Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box 1004, Paience
dutah, Ky.
Residence phone 1277

OL'S BOOKKEEPING
AND TAX SERVICE

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice
When Its

Real Estate in Fulton
-see -CITARI.ES W. BURROW
109 Walnut

one 61

7arm Loans
Conventional i.mans
FHA Loans
-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I
TIRED KIDNEYS
GOT YOU DOWN? Make the
BURETS 4-day 39e test. Give
kidneys a gentle life with BURETS well-balanced formula. Help
get rid of uric waste that may cause
getting up nights, scanty passage,
burning, backache, leg pains. If
not pleased, your 39c back at any
drug store. TODAY at BENNETT
DRUG STORE, FULTON.

SPINET PIANO
WANTED: Responsible party
to take over low mortally payments on a spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.

Bailey Binford
Hurt In Wreck

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were patients in local hospitals Wednesday
morning.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. E. H. Knighton, Mrs. J. W.
McKinney, Mrs. Ada Herrin, Mrs.
J. V. Allison, R. E. King, Mrs. Ida
Craig, Mrs. Carl Croft, Mrs.
George Webb, George Newbill,
Mrs. Guy Perry and baby, Mrs,
W. L. Cottrell and baby, Mrs.
Cecil Choate and baby, Mrs. Gene
Gardner and baby, all of Fulton;
E. J. Jones, Dukedom; Mrs. W. E.
Chambers, Martin, Route 3; Mrs.
W: J. Frields, Wingo; J. A. Brundige, Palmersville.

Bailey Binford of Fulton was
slightly injured in a two-car accident Saturday evening near
Brownsville, Tenn., in which took
the life of one person.
A 45-year-old Haywood County
(Tenn.) farmer was killed when
his car was struck from the rear
by another vehicle Saturday about
6 p. m.
J. D. Martin died from head injuries. His car was hit by one
driven by Robert Bailey Binford,
26, of Fulton, a medical student
at the University of Tennessee in
Memphis.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Binford. Mr. Binford is coowner of Evans Drug Store here.
It was reported that the Martin
car was parked on the highway
when Mr. Binford's car struck it.
Mr. Binford was dismissed from
the hospital after treatment for
minor injuries of the lip and leg.
Services-were held at the Assembly of God Church at Dancyville at 2:30 p. m. Monday.
Mr. Binford returned Monday
to Memphis where he planned to
have further examinations of his
injured leg.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Lillian Kennedy, Mrs. Anna
Hardy, Mrs. Guy Irby, Mrs. R. A.
Owen, J. N. Wooten, Mrs. T. B.
Neeley, Janie
Misher, Lewis
Stephens, Cecil Easley, Bruce
Ward, Vick Henderson, Mrs. Dave
Lowe, Essie Bransford, Mrs. L. H.
Howard, Mace McDade, Mrs. J. E.
Mansfield, .an of Fulton; Lewis
Burke, Fulton, Route 3; Mrs.
Charles Andrews and baby, Union
City, Route 4; Mrs. Oscar Rhodes,
Water Valley, Route 2; Mrs. R. W.
Walker, Clinton; Frank Lee, Clinton, Route I; Morgan Davidson,
Fulton, Route 1;.. Mrs. Bernie
Barnes, Water Vailey, Route 1;
Mrs. Clifton Short, Mayfield;
W.
W. Koonce, Winto; Mrs.
Dorothy
ROOM and BOARD- Personal
Martin,
Clinton,
'Route 1; Mrs. W.
care for your 'loved ones in State
approved licensed Home. Aged in- W. Martin, Wingo; Mrs. Effie
Roper;
Gary
Copeland, Cayce;
valid convalescence. Reasonable.
Mrs. Flossie Harris, Fulton,
Services for Jim Hart, 80, well
Hickman Rest Home. Call 2606.
Route
3; C. L Bryant, Fulton,
Route 4; known retired farmer of Wingo,
FOR SALE: 45-Acre farin on Bob Cheatham, Union City; J
B were held Sunday at the Wingo
Boaz Chapel Road. Moderti six- Norman, Wingo, Route 2;
Methodist Church. Mr. Hart died
Mrs.
room house, two barns and new Edna
Fulton:
Alexander,
Crutchfield, Friday at Jones Hospital in
well. Mrs. Paul Boaz, 508 Green Route 2; Cullie Carpenter,
and the
Wingo, The Rev. R. L. Dotson
Street, Fulton, Ky. Telephone 928. Route 1; Paul Cathey, Water
officiated. Burial
Val- Rev. J. A. Boyd
ley; Mrs. Carrie Puckett;
Bethel Cemetery.
Mrs. was in Little
Yates, Water Valley, Route 2;
He leaves a daughter, Mrs. LauMrs.-Roy Howell, Fulton, Route 1; rice Heenie of Royal Oak, Mich.;
WE RENT - - Clifton Hart of MayMrs. E. E. Huffman, Fulton,
Route two sons,
3; Mrs. Roy Bard, Fulton,
Route field, Route 6 and Fred Hart of
Hospital beds
1; and Mrs. Fred O'Neal, Clinton, Wingo; four sisters, Mrs. Jennie
Weatherford of Wingo, Mrs. Mary
Route 1.
Baby beds
Mason of St. Louis and Mrs. Effie
Vacuum Cleaners
Powell of Collinsville, Ill.; and
MLLVIEW HOSPITAL
Floor polishers
Mrs. Taylor McKinney, Mrs. two brothers, Bud Hart of Wingo,
DeWitt Ramsey, Mrs. Susie Hill- Route 1 and Henry Hart of Portageville, Mo.; five grandchildren
man, Mrs. Nancy Meacham,
Mrs.
WADE FURN. CO. Tuney
Overby, Mrs. Paul Harris and five great-grandchildren.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky and baby, Mrs. Paul Heltsley and
baby, Mrs. Ray Jackson and
baby,
all of Fulton; Mrs. Dave Winfrey,
South Fulton; Mrs. Mae Byars,
Mrs. Mary Whayne Murphey
Dukedom; Mrs. Newel Newton,
Water Valley; Mrs. Glenn Starks, McCloy, member of a prominent
For The
Mayfield; Mrs. Ronald Cruce and Fulton family, died at the O'Keefe
baby, Pilot Oak; Mrs. Cleo Gray, Nursing Home in Memphis SaturWingo; Buck Harris, Martin; Bil- day evening at 9:15. She was 82.
Services were held Monday
lie Stewart, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Russell Sheron, Dukedom; and morning at iq at the Hornbeak
Funeral chapel here.. The Rev.
Dorothy Rose, South Fulton,
and
Robert Simpson of Bardwell officiated. Burial was in Fairview
FILES DAMAGE SUIT
Cemetery here.
Mrs. McCloy was born Aug. 7,
The Union City American Metal 1879 in Obion County, but had
Products Co.
plant Saturday lived in Bardwell most of her life.
morning filed suit for 6700,000 in She was the late John S. and Sallie
the Obion County Circuit court Bailey Murphey, and the widow of
against the United Auto Workers Walter Stuart McCloy.
and a number of union officials.
She leaves two sons, W. Stuart
The suit charges Local 1198 in McCloy of Memphis and Harry
buy it at
Union City, the International Murphey McCloy of ElizabethUAW, and certain union officials town; a daughter, Mrs. Zenalda
have violated the company's right Turk of Bardwell; two brothers,
to operate its plant in Union City, Harry Murphey of Fulton and
and "that the union action is Jack Murphey of New Orleans;
causing damage to the company." two sisters Mrs I. W. Dobbins
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Jim Hart

Mrs. Mary McCloy
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555 FULTON, KY.
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EXCHANGE

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it,
but with on
of our Lowpayment plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

Wick Smith Agency

Ask Foe • •*•
HEAVEN HILL
ONLY

Alexander of

Negro Man Charged
With Shooting Wife

Services were held Sunday at
2:30 at the Mt. Zion Church for
Mrs. Callie F. Gardiner, 86, of
Fulton, who died Saturday morning at 1:05 at the Fulton hospital
following a short illness.
She was born in Hickman County, June 14, 1875, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. William Vance.
She had lived in the Mt. Zion
Community practically all of her
life. Her husband, R. J. Gardiner,
preceded her in death 48 years
ago.
She was a member of the Mt.
Zion Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church.
Mrs. Gardiner leaves a daughter,
Mrs. Chloe Bushart of Fulton; a
sister, Mrs. Anne Crabtree of
Bandana; and four grandchildren.

A South Fulton Negro man has
been charged with the fatal shooting of his wife.
James Blair, 36, an employe of
King Motor Company here, is being held in the Obion County jail
at Union City in connection with
the fatal shooting of his wife,
Emma Blair, at their home at 601
Rosenwald Drive, South Fulton
about 1:10 a. m, Saturday.
Blair was arrested by South
Fulton officers about 4 a. m. Saturday at 311 McDowell Street.
According to South Fulton police
chief, Elmer Mansfield, Blair admitted shooting his wife with a
.38 calibre pistol, but he said he
did not know that she was dead.
He left the house after the shooting.
According to the South Fulton

officers, the shooting followed an
argument between Blair and his
wife and was. witnessed by their
12-year-old daughter and John
Thomas Beard. Beard is being held
as a material witness and is in the
Obion County jail at Union City.
Blair appeared before General
Sessions Judge Gwaltney at Union
City Saturday morning and pleaded guilty to the charge of murder.
He was bound over to the action of the grand jury during the
May term of Obion County court
and placed under $5,000 fine. He
remains in the Obion County jail
at Union City.
The South Fulton woman was
killed instantly, according to the
police, the shot piercing her body
under the left shoulder. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Letha Bruce
of Water Valley. She was the
mother of seven children.
Vanderford Funeral Home had
charge of funeral arrangements.

HEY! THEY'RE HAVING ANOTHER...

OLLAR SALE

At PIGGLY WIGGLY IN SOUTH FULTON!

COME ON ... LET'S ALL GO AND SAVE AS NEVER BEFORE ...
ROSE DALE

STOKLEY'S

PEARS 4- 303 Cans _ _ _ $1.00 APPLE SAUCE 6-303 Cans $1.00
STURGEON BAY
BUSH GREEN & WHITE
PIE CHERRIES 5- 303 _ _ _ $1.00 LIMAS 6 - 303 Cans _ _ _ $1.00

EGGS

$1

Cage Grade "A"
Medium 3 Dozen

0

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

HUNT'S OR SACRAMENTO

CORN 6- 303 Cans
PEAS 6 - 303 Cans

4 - 2 1-2 Cans _ $1.00
$1.00 PEACHES
ARGO SLICED
$1.00 PINEAPPLE 4- 1 1-4 Cans $1.00

SCHOOL DAYS

ICE MILK
DEL MONTE GRAPEFRUIT

$1

VANITY
3 1-2 GALS.
ALL FLAVORS

SWISS MISS FROZEN

Apple, Cherry, Peach

SECTIONS
,
.
3 FOR
5-303
03 Cans __ $1.00 PIES
LIBBY FROZEN
ORANGE JIRIICE 3-12 Oz. _ $1.00 POT PIES 5 Pkgs.

-nut Butter
TRADE WINDS FROZEN

$1.00
$1.00

PLYMOUTH
3 LB. JAR

$1

TENN. E. C. FROZEN

FISH STICKS 3-10 Oz. Pkg.$1.00 STRAWBERRIES 5 -10 oz. $1.00
COCKTAIL
SHRIMP 5 1-2 Oz. Jar _ _ _ 49c PEAS
$1.00
rs.°1673 Cans

Furniture Company

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 - Nights 160

1 to 7 YEAR LOAN
TO FARMERS
For

Farm Equipment - - Livestock
Clearing - Autos - Buildings
Trucks - - Fencing
and other

ik

Henry

Mrs. Callie Gardiner

USED FURNITURE

TRANSFER CO.

GREEN LABEL

Mrs.

CLEANEST

41111.1•111111111111111111111N1111111111•01111.,
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

on!

Louisville.

Cocktail 303 Cans _ 5 For

BUSH PURPLE HULL

PEAS 6 - 303 Cans
BUSH BLACK EYE
PEAS 6 - 303 Cans

KELLY'S

$1.00 1 VTIAS 5 Cans
S1.00
$1.00 iPAYGIIIETrl 4-303 Cans $1.00

DRESSING
KELLY'S

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Repay Loans When Farm Products
Are Sold
Interest For Only The Days You Use Money
Loans May Also Be Made For General
Operating Expenses

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Mgr.
227 Clinton Street
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

FRUIT

WARREN BARD
Field Office Mgr.
West Court Sq. Bldg.
Clinton, Hy.
Phone OL 3-5161

$1

Sacramento

PLYMOUTH

KELLY'S

SALAD
24 oz. JAR

WITH BEANS

29c
$1

TAMALES 4 - 303 Cans _ $1.00 CHILI 4-303 Cans
$1.00
BUSH CHOPPED
SOFTEE
KRAUT 8 - 303 Cans
$1.00 TISSUE 12 Rolls _ _ _ _ $1.00

LARD

Reelfoot Pure
2 -4 Lb. Cartons

TIRE

RFD

TOMATOES 2 Tubes

35c POTATOES 25 Lb. Bag _ _ 69c

FRYERS cut up 33c whole 27c
SMOKED JOWL

FRESH PORK

BACON 3 Lb. Pkg.$1.00 BRAINS Lb. Crt.
FRESH

19c

FRESH PORK

RED SNAPPER Lb. 69c LIVER

____ Lb. 29c

OLD FASHION HOOP

SLAB BACON Lb.

39c CHEESE

PLUS S&H GREEN STAMPS...OPEN 6 NIGHTS'TIL 9. M.

__ Lb. 59c
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